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a royalist party; it has always been a party of class domination
and that is the true significance of Frederick's phrase about
being the first servant of the state, for to him as to his fellows,,
the class and the state were one. What gave rise to a whole series
of tales of plots for a Hohcnzollern restoration was only the
rhetoric talked by sentimental old soldiers. What the Nationalist
party wanted, and this explains the enthusiasm of the Hohen-
zollern for Hitler, was not the restoration of a house or of
monarchy as such, but the restoration of class rule; that was what
they meant by "monarchism." That was the bond that held a
motley and factious crew together; in defeat and deposition it
first found unity.
That new unity transcended many differences. Some individuals
were pathetically loyal to the fallen emperor and his house; some
regarded him merely as a pawn in the game; to others he and his
descendants had put themselves definitely beyond the pale. Some
had curious little particularist faiths of their own; the great
majority stood for Prussia as Germany, or., if they could not
swallow., owing to the fact of non-Prussian birth;, the full doctrines
of Prussianism, stood for a curious entity they called Prussia-
Germany which was wonderfully allied to the Holy Roman
Empire and the migrations. Some stood for the aristocracy of
birth; others for the class power conferred by wealth. Left alone
they were simply a congeries of interests. Placed in a modern
democratic state they were a formidable unity in the faith that
any interest the individual or the group represented could best
be served by a return to the old authoritarian state under any
form one might devise provided that they constituted the authori-
tarian element. By that faith they stand firm to-day.
Their mission in the Republic was perpetual opposition; for the
moment it was complete opposition to anything and everything
the republican regime might do irrespective of what its merits
were. Quite cynically they claimed, as one of their spokesmen has
claimed in regard to the Polish policy of the Papen-HMer regime,
that a good policy is not good unless it is carried out by a
"national" party, and that if it is carried out by an "anti-national"
party, then, however good in itself it may be, it must be opposed

